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Dealer Bish's RV - Lincoln
Phone: 4022040270
Email: import237744@rvpostings.com

Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/16/2024

Description 2023 Jayco Jay Flight 267BHS, Jayco Jay Flight travel trailer 267BHS highlights:
Double Size Bunks Large Kitchen Pantry Jack-Knife Sofa Private Toilet &
Tub/Shower Outside Fridge 16' Power Awning A larger family or group of friends
can enjoy camping together in this trailer thanks to the booth dinette and jack-
knife sofa slide providing more interior floor space and a place for two or maybe
more to sleep at night. And the double size bunks are a fun place to sleep when
you need four more spots, plus the privacy curtain will come in handy. The private
toilet and tub/shower will keep everyone refreshed and the bathroom sink is just
outside the door allowing two people to get ready at one time. The front bedroom
offers the owners privacy and there is dual access, two wardrobes and a queen
bed to enjoy. The cook will find full amenities indoor, plus there is an outside
fridge to have cold beverages outside. These Jayco Jay Flight travel trailers have
been a family favorite for years with their lasting power and superior
construction. An integrated A-frame and magnum truss roof system holds them
together. When you tow one of these units you're towing the entire unit and not
just the frame. With dark tinted windows, you have more privacy and safety. The
vinyl flooring throughout will be easy to clean and maintain too. Come find your
favorite model today!

Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: C78467Z14
VIN Number: 1UJBC0BP3P17W0485
Length: 30
GVW: 7100
Sleeps: 8
Slideouts: 1

Item address Roca, Nebraska, United States
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2023 Jayco Jay Flight 267BHS $27,498
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